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Abstract
We characterize regular locally nitely presentable categories as nitary localizations of nitary
many-sorted quasivarieties. Related results are presented as well. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
MSC: 18B99; 18E35; 18A
A classical result characterizes monadic categories over sets (we call them varieties)
as exact categories having a regular projective regular generator with copowers (see
[10]). A closely related result is that regular epireective full subcategories of varieties
(we call them quasivarieties) are precisely regular categories having coequalizers of
equivalence relations and a regular projective regular generator with copowers (cf. [11,
12]). Vitale [17] has recently proved that, dropping the assumption about projectiv-
ity in the characterization of varieties, we get the characterization of localizations of
varieties. Our main result is that, dropping this assumption in the characterization of
quasivarieties, we get the characterization of localizations of quasivarieties. Like all
related results, it may be stated in the many-sorted or ranked case. In particular, regu-
lar locally nitely presentable categories coincide with nitary localizations of nitary
many-sorted quasivarieties.
In the case of quasivarieties, localizations coincide with semilocalizations. This is
not true for varieties and we characterize semilocalizations of varieties (and of presheaf
categories as well).
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1. Localizations of quasivarieties
Recall that a functor U :M!X is called monadic if it has a left adjoint F and
the comparison functor G :M!Alg(T ) to the category of algebras of the induced
monad T =UF is an isomorphism. A category M is called monadic over X if it can
be equipped with a monadic functor M!X. Monadic categories over Set will be
called varieties. A quasivariety is dened as a full regular epireective subcategory
of a variety. Recall that a category is exact if it is regular (i.e., it has nite limits,
coequalizers of kernel pairs and regular epimorphisms are stable under pullbacks), has
coequalizers of equivalence relations and any equivalence relation is eective (i.e.,
a kernel of its coequalizer). A (full) reective subcategory B of A is called a local-
ization i the reection F :A!B preserves nite limits while B is called a semilo-
calization i units of the reection are stable under pullbacks along morphisms of B
(see [9]). Following [6, 1.4.4], if a given kind of colimits is universal in A, it is
universal in a semilocalization B as well. An object P is called a regular generator
if every object is a regular quotient of some copower of P.
Theorem 1.1. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) B is equivalent to a localization of a quasivariety;
(2) B is equivalent to a semilocalization of a quasivariety;
(3) B is a regular category with coequalizers of equivalence relations and a regular
generator P having all copowers in B.
Proof. (1)) (2) is evident.
(2)) (3) : Let A be a quasivariety and BA a semilocalization. Since A is reg-
ular, it follows from [6, 1.4.4] that B is regular. Since B is a reective full subcategory
of a quasivariety, B is cocomplete and has a regular generator.
(3)) (1): Let B satisfy (3). Consider the functor U :B!Set given by
U =B(P;−). Then U has a left adjoint H given by copowers: H (X )=X  P. Let
T =UH be the induced monad and V be the corresponding variety of T -algebras.
We denote by UV :V!Set the forgetful functor and by FV its left adjoint. Let
G :B!V be the comparison functor. Since P is a regular generator, counits of the
adjunction H a U are regular epimorphisms. Consequently, G is full and faithful
(cf. [2, 3.3.9]).
Following [16], G has a left adjoint F :V!B. We recall its construction. Since free
T -algebras belong to the image of G, for any X 2V there is a regular projective GBX
with BX 2B and a regular epimorphism eX :GBX !X . Let u; v :Y !GBX be a kernel
pair of eX in V and consider r; s :BY !BX such that G r= u  eY and G s= v  eY . Let
r; s :C!BX be the equivalence relation generated by ( r; s) in B, i.e., (r; s) is given
by a regular epi-mono factorization of ( r; s) : r= rt and s= st where t is a regular
epimorphism in B. Then FX is given by the coequalizer qX :BX !FX of (r; s) and
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X is the induced morphism.
For a morphism h :X !X 0, Fh is given by the universal properties { in particular,
the existence of h :GBX !GBX 0 satisfying eX 0  h= h  eX follows from the regular
projectivity of GBX .
Let Q be the regular epireective hull of G(B) in V, and consider the corresponding
adjoint pairs F1 a G1, F2 a G2 with G2  G1 =G, F1  F2 =F .
The unit 2 of F2 a G2 is a regular epimorphism, while the unit 1 of F1 a G1
is a monomorphism because any object of Q is a subobject of an object of G1(B).
It follows from the reectivity of G1(B) in Q and the fact that any object of Q is
a subobject of a product of objects from G1(B). For any object Q in Q, we have
eG2Q =G2 eQ for eQ :G1BG2Q!Q. Moreover, eQ is a regular epimorphism in Q and
(1)Q  eQ =G1qG2Q. We will prove that F1 preserves nite limits, which means that
G1(B) is a localization of a quasivariety.
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Let Q1; Q2 2Q and pi :Q1Q2!Qi, i=1; 2, be a product in Q. Consider the fol-
lowing diagram:
Let (f; g) be a kernel pair of qG2Q1  qG2Q2 in B. Since B is regular, qG2Q1  qG2Q2 is
a regular epimorphism and, hence, it is a coequalizer of f and g. Since (1)Q1  (1)Q2
is a monomorphism and
G1(qG2Q1  qG2Q2 ) = ((1)Q1  (1)Q2 )( eQ1  eQ2 );
(G1f;G1g) is a kernel pair of eQ1  eQ2 . Since Q is regular, eQ1  eQ2 is a regular
epimorphism and, hence, it is a coequalizer of G1f and G1g. Therefore F1(Q1Q2)
=F1Q1F1Q2 and (1)Q1  (1)Q2 = (1)Q1Q2 .
It remains to show that F1 preserves equalizers. Let
E
h
 A
f−−−−−!−−−−−!
g
B
be an equalizer in Q, and consider the following diagram where k is an equalizer of
F1(f) and F1(g) in B, and r is the unique morphism such that G1k  r=(1)A  h.
At rst, we will prove that the left square is a pullback in Q. Assume that (1)A  v
=G1k  u for u :Z!G1X and v :Z!A. Then
(1)B  f  v=G1F1f  (1)A  v=G1F1f  G1k  u
=G1F1g  G1k  u=G1F1g  (1)A  v=(1)B  g  v
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and, since (1)B is a monomorphism, fv= gv. Thus there is a unique t :Z!E such
that ht= v. Since
G1k  u=(1)A  v=(1)A  h  t=G1k  r  t
we get u= rt.
Now, consider a pullback
in Q. Then e is a regular epimorphism in Q. Since
is a pullback in Q, there is q0 :C0!X with G1C0 =C and G1q0 = r e. Let (u; v) be
a kernel pair of q0 in B. Since q0 is a regular epimorphism in B (as a pullback of
qG2A along k), it is a coequalizer of u and v. Since r is a monomorphism, (G1u; G1v)
is a kernel pair of e in Q and, consequently, e is a coequalizer of G1u and G1v.
Hence X =F1E and r=(1)E . It implies that k =F1h, which proves that F1 preserves
equalizers.
Like the related results (cf. [17]), Theorem 1.1 can be generalized to S-sorted qua-
sivarieties, it means to full regular epireective subcategories of monadic categories
over SetS where S is a set. The latter will be called S-sorted varieties. A category
A is called a many-sorted (quasi)variety if it is an S-sorted (quasi)variety for some
set S.
Theorem 1.2. Let B be a category. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) B is equivalent to a localization of a many-sorted quasivariety;
(2) B is equivalent to semilocalization of a many-sorted quasivariety;
(3) B is a regular category with coequalizers of equivalence relations and a regu-
larly generating set of objects having all sums in B.
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Proof. It is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.1. Only in (3))(1),
one starts with a regularly generating set fPsgs2 S and takes the functor U :B!SetS
given by U (B)(s)=B(Ps; B). The left adjoint H to U is then given by sums : H (X )=‘
s2S Xs  Ps.
It is well known that a many-sorted variety is locally -presentable i the corre-
sponding monad on the category of many-sorted sets preserves -directed colimits. It
means that the variety can be presented by operations of arity smaller than . Such
many-sorted varieties are then called -ary.
Analogously, a many-sorted quasivariety Q is called -ary if it is a regular epireec-
tive full subcategory of a many-sorted variety V which is closed in V under -directed
colimits. A localization B of a -ary quasivariety Q is called -ary if it is closed in
Q under -directed colimits.
Theorem 1.3. Regular locally -presentable categories are precisely; up to an
equivalence; -ary localizations of many-sorted -ary quasivarieties.
Proof. Any many-sorted -ary quasivariety Q is regular and locally -presentable.
Hence any -ary localization of Q is regular and locally -presentable (see [1, 1.39]).
Conversely, let B be a regular locally -presentable category with a set C of rep-
resentatives of -presentable objects. By Theorem 1.2, B is equivalent to a localiza-
tion of a C-sorted quasivariety Q. Since any object in C is -presentable, the cor-
responding C-sorted variety V is -ary. Since the functor U :B!SetC preserves
-directed colimits and the forgetful functor UV :V!SetC preserves -directed col-
imits and reects isomorphisms, the comparison functor G :B!V preserves -directed
colimits.
Let Q be the corresponding C-sorted quasivariety (constructed in the proof of Theo-
rem 1.1). We will prove that the inclusion G2 :Q!V preserves -directed colimits. Let
(li :G2Qi!V )i2I be a -directed colimit in V; with Qi 2Q. Then, for any Qi, consider
the unit (1)Qi :Qi!G1F1Qi and the colimit (mi :F1Qi!B)i2 I of the induced diagram
in B. Since G preserves -directed colimits, there is a unique morphism t :V !GB
such that t  li=Gmi  G2(1)Qi for any i2 I . Since any G2(1)Qi is a monomorphism
in V and directed colimits commute with monomorphisms in V, we get that t is
a monomorphism, hence V 2G2(Q). We have proved that Q is a -ary many-sorted qua-
sivariety. Since G preserves -directed colimits, then G1 :B!Q preserves -directed
colimits as well. Hence B is equivalent to a -ary localization of Q.
Corollary 1.4. Regular locally presentable categories are; up to an equivalence; pre-
cisely localizations of locally presentable many-sorted quasivarieties.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1.3 and the fact that any localization of a locally
presentable category is locally presentable (see [4, 6.7]).
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A completely regular category is dened as a category which is complete, regular
and, for any set fi :Ai!Bi, i2 I , of regular epimorphisms,
Q
i2I fi :
Q
i2I Ai!
Q
i2I Bi
is a regular epimorphism (see [8]). A localization G :B!A will be called complete
if the left adjoint F :A!B preserves all limits. Since quasivarieties are completely
regular (see [8, 3.5.1]), the proof of Theorem 1.1 immediately extends to the proof of
the following result.
Theorem 1.5. Let B be a category. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) B is equivalent to a complete localization of a quasivariety;
(2) B is a completely regular category with coequalizers of equivalence relations
and a regular generator P having all copowers in B.
Analogously, completely regular locally -presentable categories correspond to com-
plete -ary localizations of many-sorted -ary quasivarieties (and the same for 1.4).
2. Semilocalizations of varieties
We have seen that localizations and semilocalizations of quasivarieties coincide. It
is not so for varieties and we will characterize semilocalizations of varieties. Let us
mention that Mantovani has recently characterized semilocalizations of exact categories
as categories having nite limits and universal coequalizers of equivalence relations (see
[15]).
Theorem 2.1. Let B be a category. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) B is equivalent to a semilocalization of a variety;
(2) B has nite limits; universal coequalizers of equivalence relations and a regular
generator having all copowers in B.
Proof. (1))(2): It follows from Theorem 1.1 and [6, 1.4.4].
(2))(1): Let B satisfy (2). Consider the comparison functor G :B!V and its left
adjoint F from the proof of Theorem 1.1. We will prove that G is a semilocalization.
Consider a pullback in V
where X is the unit of the adjunction F a G and f :B!FX is a morphism in B.
We place the construction of FX on the right side of the following diagram and take
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the pullbacks along Gf:
Since qX is the coequalizer of the equivalence relation (r; s) and coequalizers of equiv-
alence relations are universal in B, q is a coequalizer of (r0; s0). Since t is a regular
epimorphism in B, q is a coequalizer of ( r0; s0) as well. Since e is a regular epimor-
phism in V and (G r0; G s0) is its kernel pair, e is a coequalizer of (G r0; G s0) in V.
Hence B=F X and r=  X .
Theorem 2.1 can be stated in a many-sorted and ranked case as well. In particular,
we get the following result.
Theorem 2.2. A category B is equivalent to a -ary semilocalization of a many-
sorted -ary variety i B is locally -presentable and has universal coequalizers of
equivalence relations.
On the other hand, we do not have the analogy of Corollary 1.4 because we do
not know whether a semilocalization of a locally presentable category is locally pre-
sentable. A possible counterexample should depend on set theory because, in a set
theory where Vopenka’s principle holds, any reective full subcategory of a locally
presentable category is accessible (see [1]).
3. Semilocalizations of presheaves
In this last section, we consider the case where the many-sorted variety V is the
category SetC
0
with C being a small category.
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Theorem 3.1. A category B is equivalent to a -ary semilocalization of a category
SetC for a small category C i B is locally -presentable; has universal coequalizers
of equivalence relations and universal sums.
Proof. Necessity is evident. Conversely, let B be a locally -presentable category with
universal coequalizers of equivalence relations and universal sums. Following [14, 5.2],
the free completion Fam(B) of B under sums is locally -presentable and the embed-
ding E :B!Fam(B) preserves -directed colimits. Moreover, B is a semilocalization
of Fam(B) and Fam(B) has universal coequalizers of equivalence relations (see [15,
4.5] and the proof of 5.6). Hence, by Theorem 2.2, Fam(B) is equivalent to a -ary
semilocalization of a many-sorted -ary variety V.
Let C be a full subcategory of Fam(B) consisting of representatives of all
-presentable objects of Fam(B). Then V is isomorphic to the category of all functors
Cop!Set preserving products of less than  objects. To complete the proof, it suces
to show that C is extensive. In fact, it then follows from [13] (see [7] as well) that
V is a Grothendieck topos and thus a -ary localization of the category SetC
op
. Since
a composition of semilocalizations is a semilocalization, B is a -ary semilocalization
of SetC
op
.
Fam(B) is extensive by [5, 2.4] and to check that C is extensive it suces to show
(cf. [5, 2.2]) that whenever
P
i2I Bi 2C then Bi 2C for any i2 I . To this purpose, as-
sume that
P
i2I Bi is -presentable and express Bi as a -directed colimit (!t :Xt!Bi)
in Fam(B) with Xt 2C. Then
B=Bi + B= colim
t2T
(Xt + B);
where B=
P
j2I−fig Bj. Hence, since B is -presentable, there exist t 2T and a mor-
phism
B=Bi + B
k! Xt + B
such that the following diagram commutes:
Thus there exists a unique kt :Bi!Xt with !t  kt = idBi . Hence Bi is -presentable.
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